When a speech or writing is reported in Ancient or Koine Greek using the orienter verbs l™gw/e¹pon 'say/said' or gr€fw 'write', the author has the option of inserting the complementizer 1 êti between the orienter and the reported speech.
Example (1) (John 8:19) illustrates a speech which is not preceded by êti; and (2b) (John 4:41-42a-UBS text), one which is preceded by êti.
2 In both, the orienter verb is žlegon 'were saying'.
(1) ORIENTER REPORTED SPEECH žlegon oÊn aÇtþ, PoÂ •stin é patÐr sou? were.saying so to.him where is the father your
So they were saying to him, "Where is your father?"
(2) a. ka± pollþ ple°ouv•p°steusan di• tèn lçgon aÇtoÂ, and more many believed because.of the word his b. ORIENTER êti REPORTED SPEECH tÞ te gunaik± žlegon êti OÇk™ti di• tÑn sÑn to.the and the.woman were.saying that no.longer because.of the your lali•n pisteÀomen, aÇto± g•r ‡kjkçamen ka± o¹damen word we.believe selves for we.have.heard and we.know * I am grateful to Tony Pope for the many observations and suggestions that he made on an earlier version of this article. 1 "Complement types often have associated with them a word, particle, clitic, or affix whose function it is to identify the entity as a complement. Such forms are known as complementizers" (Noonan 1985:44-45) .
2 Some MSS omit êti. Throughout this paper, the comment UBS text indicates that I have followed the reading in the 27 th (1994) edition of Nestle-Aland's Novum Testamentum Graece, but that êti is absent (or present) in some MSS.
êti oAEtçv •stin ‡ljqòv é swtÑr toÂ kçsmou. that this is truly the savior of.the world
And many more believed because of his word and were saying to the woman, "It is no longer because of what you said that we believe, for we have heard for ourselves, and we know that this is truly the Savior of the world."
In (2b), the references to the speakers and the addressee are respectively in the first and second person, not the third person, even though êti is present. In (3b) below (John 4:51-UBS text), in contrast, the reference to the addressee is in the third person: 3 (3) a. o³ doÂloi aÇtoÂ ÃpÐntjsan aÇtþ the slaves his met him b. ORIENTER êti REPORTED SPEECH l™gontev êti é pa²v aÇtoÂ zÞ. saying that the child his lives his slaves met him and told him that his child was alive.
Because the references to the speakers and/or addressees change to third person, the reported speech of (3b) is considered to be indirect. 4 In contrast, the reported speeches of (1) and (2b) are considered to be direct, because the first and/or second person references of the original speech are preserved. To distinguish the types represented by (1) and (2b), I shall refer to (2b) as êti-direct.
Grammarians refer to the use of êti in (2b) as "recitativum, when it is practically equivalent to our quotation marks" (Moulton & Milligan 1974 (1930 :463; see also Arndt & Gingrich 1957:593; Blass, Debrunner & Funk 1961 §470(1); Porter 1992:268; Robertson 1934:442; Wallace 1996:454) . However, they offer no explanation as to why it is sometimes present and sometimes absent with direct speech. The purpose of this paper is to address that deficiency. The explanation will entail recognizing different functions for the indirect and êti-direct ways of reporting.
In order to be able to contrast the presence versus the absence of êti recitativum in comparable contexts, the data are divided as follows. Examples of reported speech or writing that are not embedded in another speech are considered in §1. Citations of a previous speech or writing that are embedded in another speech are discussed in §2. Reported speeches introduced with the formula ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n 'truly truly I say to you' are presented in §3.
This paper does not discuss êti following verbs that require a complementizer when their complement is verbal. Such verbs denote sense perception (e.g. ‡koÀw 'hear'), mental perception (e.g. ginðskw 'know'), "thinking, judging, believing, hoping," and "verbs of swearing, affirming and corresponding formulae" (Arndt & Gingrich loc. cit.).
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Nor does this paper consider êti when used as a causal conjunction. Zerwick (1963:145 §422) suggests that êti is often used to give "the reason not why the fact is so, but whereby it is known 3 Although all MSS have éti present, some read sou for aÇtou, in which case the speech of (3b) would be êti-direct.
4 See (12) (sec. 2.2) for an instance of indirect speech in which second person changes to first person when a speech is embedded in another. See chapter 17 of Porter 1992 for the different forms of indirect reporting found in the New Testament. For example, indirect speech is introduced with ´na 'so that' in John 4:47-see Table 1 of sec. 1.
5 ©Oti appears to be obligatory also if the demonstrative oAEtov is used in the speech orienter to refer to the following speech. See, for example, John 21:23b (•xÒlqen oÊn oAEtov é lçgov e¸v toÁv ‡del-foÁv êti...So this word spread among the brothers that...).
to be so." In (4) (John 5:16), for instance, the reason that the Jews persecuted Jesus was because he was 'working' on the Sabbath and they knew this to be so. Following a verb of saying, it is not always clear whether êti is to be interpreted as a causal conjunction or as recitativum. In (5b) (John 20:13), for instance, the UBS text treats êti as recitativum. However, the preceding question (5a) asks the addressee why she is weeping, so it would be natural to interpret (5b) as giving the reason for her weeping (see the punctuation in Alford 1863: I, 900). 
©Oti introducing unembedded reported speech
When a speech is reported and it is not embedded in another speech, the author may use direct speech (as in (1) above), êti-direct speech (as in (2b)), or êti-indirect speech (as in (3b)).
The norm is for speeches to be reported in direct form. In John's Gospel, orienters containing a form of ‡pokr°nomai 'answer' or •rwt€w 'ask' are never followed by êti, 6 while the only example of êti following the historic present of l™gw is the one discussed above (5b), which may well not be recitativum. Typically, when using direct speech, the reporter purports to reproduce the original verbatim (see Li 1986:38-40) . 7, 8 Indirect reported speech introduced with êti occurs infrequently in John's Gospel. By using indirect speech, the reporter claims only that the speech is "truthful in relevant respects" (Follingstad forthcoming); he does not purport to reproduce the original verbatim. Thus, in (3b) above, the reported speech conveys the sense of what the slaves said without communicating their exact words. 6 See also the example of ™xet€zw 'ask' in 21:12. ©Oti may follow ‡pokr°nomai; see Acts 25:16, for example. 7 Or as 'verbatim' as is possible for a speech that was translated into Greek from Hebrew or Aramaic. I am grateful to Jim Meyer for pointing out to me that such speeches are not truly reported verbatim. 8 Citations from a written source are usually introduced with a form of gr€fw 'write' or the noun grafÐ 'writing, scripture', though the introducer is sometimes eºpen 'said' or lçgov 'word'. All the citations in John's Gospel that are not embedded in a reported speech are presented directly (i.e., with êti absent). In each instance, it seems evident that the author's intention is to cite the original verbatim. See 2: 17, 12:14-15, 12:38, 12:39-40, 19:19, 19:24, 19:36 and 19:37. However, saying that indirect speech is not verbatim does not explain why an author chooses to report certain speeches indirectly. One common motivation in languages for using an indirect form is to background the speech with respect to what follows. For example, Mfonyam (1994:195) observes concerning Bafut (Grassfields Bantu, Cameroon), "Another means by which background information is marked in Bafut is by indirect reported speech."
Indirect speech appears to be used in John's Gospel for the same reason. The following table gives an overview of the distribution of direct and indirect speech in the passage which includes (3). As v. 54 indicates, this passage recounts one of Jesus' 'signs'. The improvement in the child's health (v. 51) does not itself show that Jesus had healed him. It is because the child got better at the time that Jesus had assured the official that his son would live that convinces him that Jesus was responsible for the healing. The speeches of vv. 51-52a can, therefore, be viewed as preliminary to the rest of the episode of vv. 51-53. Similarly, the request of v. 47 can be viewed as preliminary to the rest of the episode of vv. 46b-50.
The same argument probably applies to the short speeches found in John 7:12b ((6b) below), 9:9a (UBS text) and, in some MSS, 7:40, 7:41 and 9:9b. It is not possible to know for certain whether the speeches concerned are in indirect or êti-direct form. However, each one is the first speech of an exchange 9 and can readily be viewed as preliminary to the subsequent speech(es), so I think it likely that they should be interpreted as indirect ones. Furthermore, in the case of (6b), prospective m™n also backgrounds the sentence (see Levinsohn 1999, §10.1) . (6) The remaining unembedded reported speeches in John's Gospel that are introduced with êti are either unambiguously êti-direct or, like 4:52b (Table 1 above), may be interpreted as such. In an earlier paper I suggested that, in Luke-Acts, êti recitativum "in some sense ... is always used to introduce a quotation which terminates or culminates some unit" (Levinsohn 1978:25) . It appears that the same is true in John's Gospel when the speech is in êti-direct form. For instance, the speech of John 4:42 ((2b) above) is "the final speech of a narrative section" (op. cit. 32), while the speech of 4:52b is the culmination of the conversation reported in vv. 51-52. 10 In summary, then, the default way of reporting unembedded speeches in John's Gospel is in direct form. When reported in indirect form, the speech is preliminary to what follows. When reported in êti-direct form, the speech is the culmination of some unit.
©Oti introducing an embedded speech
This section first considers a stylistic explanation for the use of êti in connection with a reported speech or writing in John's Gospel that is embedded in another speech ( §2.1). This explanation accounts for the majority of the data, but leaves a residue. I then discuss possible pragmatic explanations for the same data ( §2.2), which also leave a residue.
A stylistic explanation for the occurrence of êti with embedded speeches and writings
The stylistic reason for the use of êti with embedded speeches and writings in John's Gospel is simply that, if the matrix speech is not introduced with êti, then the embedded material will be. Conversely, if the embedded material is preceded by êti (whether recitativum or the causal conjunction), then it will not be introduced with êti.
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This principle is illustrated in (7a) below (John 10:34). Because the matrix speech (Is it not written in your law) is not introduced with êti, the embedded citation (I said, "You are gods") will be introduced with êti, while the doubly embedded speech (You are gods) will not be. The same argument applies to the embedded speeches of (7c) (v. 36). According to the stylistic preference described in this section, because the matrix speech (Is it not written ... you say) is introduced without êti, the embedded speech (You blaspheme) will be introduced with êti. Then, because the continuation of the matrix speech contains êti, the second embedded speech (I am the Son of God) will be introduced without êti. Although this stylistic principle accounts for the presence versus absence of êti at the beginning of many embedded speeches, there are some notable exceptions.
First of all, on four occasions, a citation from a written source is embedded in a reported speech that is not introduced with êti, yet is not introduced with êti, either. This is illustrated in (9) (John 6:31).
(9)
o³ pat™rev Ómòn tè m€nna žfagon •n tÞ •rÐmû, kaqðv •stin the fathers our the manna ate in the wilderness as is gegramm™non, -Arton •k toÂ oÇranoÂ ždwken aÇto²v fage²n. written bread from the heaven gave to.them to.eat
Our ancestors ate the manna in the wilderness; as it is written, "He gave them bread from heaven to eat".
Secondly, those assertions that are introduced with the formula ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n ( §3) are arguably to be viewed as embedded, yet the majority are not introduced with êti.
Thirdly, several other speeches are embedded in a reported speech that is not introduced with êti, yet are not introduced with êti, either. One such is illustrated in (10b) (John 7:35-36-UBS text). 14 12 The second alternative in the embedded speech ('that he should give something to the poor') is presented indirectly, with the complementizer ´na (the speech orienter is elided). 13 The others are found in 6:45, 13:18 and 19:21a.
14 The others are found in 1:15 Finally, in one or two instances an embedded speech is introduced by êti even though another êti precedes it. One such is illustrated in (11) (John 1:50); êti recitativum introduces the embedded speech in the UBS text, even though the matrix speech begins with causal êti.
(11)
‡pekr°qj HIjsoÂv ka± eºpen aÇtþ, ©Oti eºpçn soi answered Jesus and said to.him because I.said to.you êti eºdçn se Ãpok€tw tÒv sukÒv, pisteÀeiv? that I.saw you underneath the fig.tree you.believe
Jesus answered and said to him, "Do you believe because I told you that I saw you underneath the fig tree?"
I conclude that there are enough counter-examples to the stylistic principle described in this section to warrant examining the pragmatic motivation for the use before an embedded speech or writing of êti.
©Oti marking the embedded speech as indirect or êti-direct
Most speeches that are embedded within another speech in John's Gospel cite a previous speech. The conclusions of §1 would lead us to expect êti not to be present when the reporter purports to cite the original speech verbatim. When the reporter gives only the gist of the original speech, in contrast, he should introduce the speech with êti. Similarly, êti-direct speeches should be the culmination of some unit. And in fact, these principles account for many (but not all) of the speeches and writings that are embedded within another speech.
Example (10b) of §2.1 illustrates the absence of êti when the reporter purports to cite a previous speech verbatim. The speech of (10b) cites (10a) (John 7:33-34) word for word. Similarly, (9) illustrates the absence of êti when the reporter purports to cite a written source verbatim. Psalm 78:24 is cited word for word.
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Example (12b) below (John 18:37b) illustrates the presence of êti when the reporting of the speech is not verbatim. The speech is reported in indirect form, with the form of the verb changed from second person (12a) to first person. This embedded speech provides the ground for the assertions of (12c) Similarly, though (13a) below (John 8:17) may allude to Deuteronomy 19:15 ("A matter must be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses"), it does not cite it directly. In other words, it gives but the gist of the Scripture to which it alludes, so may be interpreted as an instance of indirect reporting.
19 Furthermore, the quotation provides the ground for the assertion of (13b) ©Oti also introduces an embedded speech when that speech is not cited verbatim because it was not uttered on a specific occasion. This is illustrated in (14) ; the woman is not thinking of a specific occasion when the generic 'you' (Jews) say, The place where people must worship is Jerusalem. 18 See also 21:23b (alluding to v. 23a and providing the ground for the negative and positive assertions of v. 23c). In the case of embedded speeches involving the same speaker and addressee that are introduced with êti and are not reported verbatim, it is unclear whether the speech is in indirect or êti-direct form. Most are listed in footnote 23, as they appear to be the culmination of some unit.
19 Compare France's (1985:88-89 ) comment about the allusion to the Scriptures in Matthew 2:23, "The formula introducing the quotation differs from the regular pattern … it concludes … with 'that' (hoti). This suggests that it is not meant to be a quotation of a specific passage, but a summary of a theme of prophetic expectation." 20 Commonly, the reputed speaker of such embedded speeches is the generic 'you'. Further examples of this are 4:35, 8:54 and 9:19. See also 4:37 and 21:23a, both of which cite a saying (é lçgov) that had wide currency at the time.
Incidentally, the only time that êti is used in Revelation is to introduce embedded speeches that were not uttered on a specific occasion; see Rev. 3:17 (UBS text-following a causal êti) and 18:7 (most MSS). Embedded speeches that are hypothetical are not uttered on a specific occasion, either, so êti introduces them. This is seen in (15) Example (16c) (John 6:42) illustrates a speech which is reported in êti-direct form because it culminates a reasoned argument. As far as the reporters are concerned, the fact that they know Jesus' relatives (16b) enables them to conclude that his assertion of (16a) Similarly, several citations from a written source that are presented with êti are "quoted as the final point to an argument" (Levinsohn 1978:29) , so I again take them as instances of êti-direct forms. Such is the case with (17b) (John 15:25 21 See also 8:48 and 8:55. All the speeches in 1 John that are introduced with êti are hypothetical ones that are not uttered on a specific occasion; see 1 John 1:6, 1:8, 1:10, 2:4 (UBS text) and 4:20.
22 See also 8:33, 11:40 (UBS text), 13:33 (UBS text) and 16:15. In addition, the following speeches could be interpreted as being in indirect or êti-direct form but, as they are the culmination of some unit, are listed here: 6:36, 6:65 and 12:34b (UBS text). As in Luke-Acts, the culminating citation is sometimes followed by a supporting comment (see Levinsohn 1978:30) , such as one introduced with g€r or causal êti (e.g. 8:24 and 10:36a).
In the case of 9:41b (nÂn dš l™gete êti Bl™pomen 'But now you say, "We see"'), the speech in êti-direct form occurs as the ground of the concluding assertion.
b. ‡llH´na pljrwqÞ é lçgov é •n tþ nçmû aÇtòn but that may.be.fulfilled the word the in the law their gegramm™nov êti HEm°sjs€n me dwre€n. written that they.hated me without.cause "Indeed, it was to fulfill the word that is written in their law, 'They hated me without a cause'."
Now for the residual examples! First, there are three occasions when a reported speaker quotes himself without introducing his words with êti, yet the report is not verbatim. In each instance, êti occurs in the immediate context, so the stylistic principle of §2.1 would explain why it is not used to introduce the embedded citation. However, the absence of êti may imply that the reporter considers himself to be saying the same thing as before. This is seen in (18b) (John 3:5-7), where Jesus cites what he said in v. 3 (18a). The stylistic reason for not using êti is that it occurred only two words before. The pragmatic explanation is that, although Jesus uses different words, the absence of êti implies that he considers himself to be saying the same thing. Concerning (19c) below (John 18:8), a second reference to the original speech has already been made in (19b) (v. 6), without using êti (at least, in the UBS text). The stylistic explanation for the presence of êti when Jesus himself refers again to the speech is that the matrix speech is introduced without êti. However, the speech of (19d) may be indirect (first person references remain unchanged in embedded speeches when the reporter was also the original speaker). The presence of êti would then mark the speech of (19c) as preliminary to the request of (19d). 25 24 The other examples are found in 10:36b and 14:28. Pope (p.c.) comments, "Perhaps the point is that when a speaker claims to cite himself, it doesn't matter what kind of transforms or summarization he uses, it still counts as citing himself accurately... If this line of argument is correct, any case of êti when a speaker is citing himself would have to be êti-direct not indirect."
25 A related explanation is one I offered for êti recitativum in Luke-Acts, viz., that the speech so marked terminates "a local topic which forms the basis for a larger unit" (Levinsohn 1978:30) . In this particular passage, the topic of identifying 'I' as the person being sought is terminated, and forms the basis for the request of (19d). See also 1:50 (UBS text). In summary, the absence of êti recitativum before an embedded speech or writing usually indicates that the reporter purports to repeat verbatim what was communicated on a specific, previous occasion. An embedded speech or writing in indirect form does not purport to reproduce verbatim the original words of a specific communication and/or is preliminary to what follows. An embedded speech or writing in êti-direct form usually indicates that it culminates some unit. However, a stylistic explanation for the presence or absence of êti before an embedded speech sometimes seems the best.
©Oti following ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n
On twenty-five occasions in John's Gospel, Jesus is reported as introducing an assertion with the formula ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n. 27 The norm is for êti not to follow the formula; it is used only seven times.
When êti follows a similar formula in Luke-Acts, it marks the culminating point of a reasoned argument (Levinsohn 1978:28-29) . While this does not exactly hold in John's Gospel, it is true that the following assertion "is a commentary on" what has already been stated (loc. cit.). In particular, when êti follows ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n, it signals that the following assertion explains, clarifies or otherwise makes explicit some previous point. 28 In contrast, assertions introduced with ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n that lack êti typically introduce new points. This is seen by comparing (21a) (John 10:1) with (21b) (v. 7-UBS text). Assertion (21a), which lacks êti, introduces the topic of "false and true shepherds" (Alford 1863.I:804) , together with the image of the gate of the sheepfold. This speech is followed by the observation (v. 6), Jesus used this figure with them, but they did not understand what he was saying to them. Consequently, the assertion of (21b) interprets the figure for Jesus' audience. The presence of êti signals that (21b) does not introduce a new point, but makes some previous point explicit. (21) 29 "The connexion is very difficult, and variously set down" (op. cit. 838).
30 See also 5:24 and 25 (making more explicit points made in vv. 22 and 21 in support of the assertion of v. 19), 8:34 (making explicit the implication of v. 32 that the hearers need to be freed from some sort of slavery), and 16:20 (vv. 20-22 explain how v. 19 is to be understood). 3:11 ("we speak of what we know and testify to what we have seen; yet you (plural) do not receive our testimony") gets "to the heart of the matter" (Pope p.c.) discussed in previous verses, especially the unbelief expressed in v. 9 by the question, "How can these things be?" In summary, then, when êti follows the formula ‡mÑn ‡mÑn l™gw soi/Ãm²n in John's Gospel, it signals that the assertion concerned makes some previous point explicit.
I conclude that êti recitativum is not to be taken as the "equivalent of inverted commas" (Turner 1963:326) . Instead, when introducing direct speech, its function is to mark the speech concerned as culminating some unit or, at least, as signaling that the speech makes some previous point explicit. 31 
